The paper focuses on progressive transmission of ct or mr images, and introduces two general schemes that are built around information embedded in transforms of images. A direct, a priori ordering of 93, parallel, ct slices of a head is obtained by successively finer sweepings of their natural subscript ordering to give a benchmark illustration. By comparison, an ordering of these ct slices simply by their energies is seen to not provide a viable progressive imaging scheme, at least when an overall, 3D skin level rendering is the gauge employed. *
To investigate progressive imaging that does not obscure internal detail, two techniques based on transform space information are introduced here, and illustrated in detail with a 128 × 128 mr slice of a head I(x, y). The first uses decreasing size of the moduli of the elements of the Fourier transform F (k x , k y ) of I(x, y). The second, a one parameter generalization, exploits the localization feature of the recent S-transform and also provides a capability for an observer to outline a region of interest within the progressive transmission process. Both transform based methods are effective for the specific illustrations included, and the latter opens important research questions for application in analysis, handling or interpretation of the massive data sets arising in magnetic resonance imaging.
rent spiral-ct scanners can image hundreds of slices per exam and produce 100 Mbytes or more of data, while magnetic resonance (mr) or 3D ultrasound imaging are capable of capturing 500 Mbytes of data, in just a few minutes.
For large amounts of 3D data, their network transmission is approached in different ways. One class of techniques, and this is the scenario for the development below, hinges on progressive transmission of constituent subsets of the object, for subsequent emerging renderings. During progressive viewing at the recipient node, 1. if the evolving renderings indicate that the object seems to be desirable, then only the remainder of the data need be transmitted, whereas 2. if it is not appearing to be needed, transmission can be terminated.
As well, if some subfeature is emerging as important, the recipient can interrupt the process and initiate transmission of contiguous subdata instead. Recent mathematical machinery for progressive transmission of a digital object includes decorrelation techniques [3] , wavelets and matrix polynomials [2] . The scheme introduced here is based, instead, on producing an ordering of constituent subsets of the object that is developed from analysis of a transform of the object. The Fourier transform (ft) is used first, then development is extended to exploit the recently introduced S-transform (st) which can be effective for uncovering localized detail [5] .
Section 2 provides a summary of the st and its inverse, including its computation. Ordering for progressive imaging is the main focus of Section 3: a direct, binary sweeping scheme for a "parallel slices" decomposition of a human head is displayed. Then, by contrast, "energy" orderings using a transform are developed and illustrated. Section 4 includes some final comments and ideas for future research.
2 The S-transform: Structure, features and computation
The Fourier transform is a powerful tool with wide usage within a variety of areas of analysis or application. In medical informatics, it not only plays vital roles for post-processing medical data but, in light of the Fourier Slice Theorem, it also forms the cornerstone of different imaging modalities, including magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography (ct). In the 2D setting, the ft, F, of an image I(x, y) is the function
(1) A discretized version of (1) is invariably computed through a loop which exploits a fast Fourier transform (fft) evaluation of the 1D ft.
An ft decomposes a signal (1D), image (2D), or volume (3D) into sinusoids of different frequencies, but does not, however, reveal when or where 1 a particular frequency component may occur. Like the Gabor transform (gt) and wavelet transform (wt), the recent S-transform is a useful mathematical mechanism for extracting information about time varying or space varying frequencies [5, 6] . The st has a structure clearly related to that of the ft, and combines the time-frequency representation of the gt with the multiscale feature of the wt [5] . In addition, the Fourier and S spectra can be readily converted from one to the other, hence the processing of medical or other data in st space may lead to further tools for effective use, or transmission, of data.
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The 2D S-transform of an image I(x, y) is the 4D function [5] S(x, y, k x , k y ) = |k x ||k y | 2π
A direct calculation confirms that the inverse of (2) is
Also, through use of the shift property and the Fourier Convolution Theorem, (2) can be expressed in the alternative form
where F (k x , k y ) is the Fourier transform of I(x, y). It is this form which serves as the basis for an algorithm that utilizes the fft repeatedly for computation of the st, as indicated in Algorithm 1 [1] .
Progressive transmission of an image with orderings determined using its ft, or its st, are developed and illustrated in the next section.
Progressive imaging: Transform space ordering
The general process of progressive transmission of images will first be illustrated using a simple "binary sweeping", a priori ordering scheme with a test data set consisting of 93 parallel ct slices of a human head [4] , each slice of resolution 128 × 128. Denote this digital object as
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Algorithm 1 Computation of the st of I(x, y) according to (4) 1: Fast Fourier transform the image:
Compute the frequency domain Gaussian localizing window at the current frequency (k x , k y ): exp −2π 2 (
Shift the Fourier spectrum
Compute the point-wise multiplication of F (α+k x , β+k y ) and W (α, β), and denote it as M kx,ky (α, β)
6:
Inverse fft M kx,ky (α, β) to provide the spatial location of events corresponding to frequency, that is, M kx,ky (α, β) where x 0 < x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x 92 provide ordering of the slices, from top to bottom of the head, and the N s are 128 × 128 matrices. One simple, direct strategy for determining a slice ordering involves repeated binary sweepings [2] : N 0 and N 92 are transmitted initially and, thereafter, the subscripts selected by the next top to bottom sweep are the ones determined as the midpoints between the slice locations used so far 2 . This selection process is independent of the internal data. Figure 1 illustrates the binary sweepings scheme with the data set (5). The renderings were computed from a matrix cubic spline technique [2] , each at the end of a full sweep. For example, after 29 of 93 slices (that is, 31.2% of the original data) were transmitted, the corresponding rendering prescribed at skin level appears in Figure 1b . The original 93-slice data set is displayed in Figure 1f . There is an important point to make with the illustration: this binary sweepings ordering can produce effective, overall progressive renderings, at least for this example and with skin level display. Progressive imaging for a local internal feature, such as a tumor within the head or multiple sclerosis lesions, requires a different analysis.
The example above illustrates fundamental features for progressive transmission of images:
1. a digital image (object) is given; 2. a decomposition of the object into subsets is made; 3. some strategy is selected to determine an ordering for transmitting the subsets; and 4. a rendering scheme for progressive imaging is chosen for subsequent use at the recipient node.
In the remainder of this section, the decomposition and strategy selection steps are determined from analysis of the ft of the object, or of its st.
For the head ct data set (5), the discrete Fourier transform of any slice N s is again a matrix, (A (s) ij ), of order 128, and the energy of the slice N s is
A straightforward scheme for progressive transmission of the N s may be devised using the points in transform space to calculate the energies (6): ordering can be simply that of decreasing order of the {E s } 92 s=0 , the first slice transmitted is one with highest energy, and so on. But, this produces poor visual results, since slices near the top of the head, being physically larger, have higher computed energies. In fact, this slice energy ordering is 0, 92, Figure 2 shows that using the points in transform space with (6) gives a poor progressive imaging scheme; skin level rendering obscures internal detail as well. However, the individual transform elements can be employed differently to produce schemes which do focus on internal data or features. Generally, rather than summing the squares of the moduli of the points, they can be arranged in decreasing order, then the inverse transform applied to the elements corresponding to some initial segment of the sequence. This scheme may be applied to any two-or higher dimensional data set. For simplicity, both in a more detailed description of it and in illustrations, the remainder of this section focuses on a 2D data set, using an ft and an st. 
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internal detail as follows. Consider the mr slice I(x, y) (a 128 × 128 matrix) shown in Figure 3 , and in the Fourier domain apply Algorithm 2.
This produces an image for rendering which incorporates precisely d% of the elements of F (k x , k y ). Results are displayed in Figure 4a -c. Note that even with just 10% of the ft data used this way, the resulting image, at least visually, reflects much of the detail of the original shown in Figure 3 .
The final concept introduced in this paper entails progressive imaging based on information in a transform space, but with a capability to also include focusing on an internal feature. The S-transform is well suited for such localized analysis [5] . Again for simplicity, the strategy will be described around an illustration, the mr slice displayed in Figure 3 , and the region of interest, the tumor. Consider, then, the 128 × 128 matrix I(x, y) illustrated in Figure 3 . Property (3) will be of use with the st (2): the double integral (double sum in machine implementation), over the two spatial variables x and y, of S(x, y, k x , k y ) yields the Fourier transform F{I}(k x , k y ). Now, select in the image a region of interest (roi) R, such as would be obtained by drawing any simple closed curve around the tumor slice in Figure 3 . Compute S(x, y, k x , k y ), the st of I(x, y). Then, for parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] , the matrix function
provides a family of spectra with capability for an roi emphasis. For a selected λ ∈ [0, 1] , Algorithm 2 (but with F (k x , k y ) replaced by H(λ; k x , k y )) can be applied in order to give a progressive imaging scheme based on (7). Results for λ = 0.8 are shown in the second row, Figure 4d -f, and can be compared visually, and favorably, with those in Figure 4a -c. Of course, Figure 4a -c is the result of a specific instance of (7), since 2H(1/2; k x , k y ) = F (k x , k y ) = F{I}(k x , k y ) . See the next section for comments about the choice of λ in (7). Examination of the two rows in Figure 4 , vis-a-vis the rendering in Figure 3 , permits visual comparison for results of these two, transform based, progressive transmission schemes. A numerical comparison of the two schemes can also be performed, in several ways, for systematic analysis. One way simply compares norms of the differences between the full, original data set and evolving reconstruction of it-the Frobenius norm has been used recently [2] . Or, for a selected roi, such as the tumor in Figures 3 and 4 , numerical comparison can be made when a norm calculation is restricted to the subregion. This latter is the case presented in Figure 5 : for this roi, the error is smaller for the st-based progressive scheme than for the ft one, when the amount of data transmitted lies in the 10%-70% range.
Concluding comments
The paper introduces two transform based techniques for progressive transmission of images. For retention of internal detail in the data set, progression using the ft is discussed, and illustrated in Figure 4a -c. Then, for the more general situation of detail retention which also includes a capability of a region of interest emphasis, the st is employed to obtain the basis (7) and used with the same mr data illustration (Figure 3) , to produce Figure 4d-f. A numerical assessment process is illustrated in Figure 5 .
The work identifies several important questions for future investigation.
1. The slice energy ordering illustrated in Figure 2 performs poorly when compared with the direct binary sweeping scheme of Figure 1 , especially if it is an overall skin rendering which is used for the gauge. 3D-renderings which focus on internal local features may provide quite different results, but construction of such encompasses some unresolved problems currently.
2. In mr or ct imaging, the data are usually collected as planar slices of the physical subject. For 3D progressive imaging that is to retain internal data or features, however, decomposition of the digital image into constituent subsets which are more appropriate for the transmission scheme is still unresolved.
3. The choice of λ in (7) is intriguing: empirical results to date indicate that λ in the range [0.7, 0.8] seems to be "optimal" in the sense of the size of the maximum difference between rendering elements and those of the original image. The "Fourier" choice λ = 1/2 appears not to be best in this sense, but an analytic solution to this optimization problem remains elusive.
